Vocal Leaders

Encouragers and Enforcers
Vocal Leaders

• Why are vocal leaders needed?
• What skills are needed to be an effective vocal leader?
• What are some ways vocal leaders can serve as ENCOURAGERS?
• What are some ways vocal leaders can serve as an ENFORCERS?
Why are vocal leaders needed?

- Situations, challenges, conflicts, and problems occur that require someone to speak up and deal with them
- Someone needs to verbally communicate with coaches, teammates, and referees
- A team needs a leader who will not only lead by example, but will also be an ENCOURAGER and ENFORCER
What skills are needed to be an effective vocal leader?

• Communication Skills
• Confidence
• Competitiveness
• Commitment
What are some ways a vocal leader can be an ENCOURAGER?

- Being a servant leader
- Being a confidence builder
- Refocusing teammates when they struggle
- Building your team’s chemistry
What are some ways a vocal leader can be an ENFORCER?

• Establish, maintain, and enforce rules, standards, and chemistry of team
• Hold teammates accountable
• Constructively confront teammates when they are hurting themselves or team
What is your individual philosophy of leadership?

Complete pages 80-81 individually and then discuss at your tables

• What kind of leadership styles were you exposed to over the years?
• What did you learn from these people about effective and ineffective leadership?
• What is your philosophy of leadership all about?
What is servant leadership and what are some examples?

**Serving others and putting their needs first**
- Do the grunt work
- Take the youngsters “under your wing”
- Keep tabs on your teammates
- Listen
- Take care of yourself
What is one goal you have for yourself as a Leader after reading about vocal leadership?

Will you do anything differently?

How will you be a servant leader?